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A Unique Insight into the Production of Oversize 
Insulating Glass
 

sedak presents the largest
insulating glass line – visually 
and in tone

Since 2015, sedak fabricates oversize insulating glass with 
the world’s largest, 145m long insulating glass line. It enables 
the glass manufacturer to produce double and triple units up 
to 15m, fully automated and in a reproducible quality.

Back in the days, oversize insulating glass used to be fabricat-
ed manually by qualified personnel which took several days. 
Today, the product passes the entire manufacturing process 
in less than an hour: from equipping the insulating glass line 
all the way through to positioning the spacers accurately to a 
millimeter to de-stacking the finished glass units. Thus, the 
panes are available more quickly.

In a five-minute video, sedak now shows the impressive fabri-
cation of oversize insulating glass units. The clip gives an in-
teresting insight into the worldwide unique production of over-
size glass units.The video can be seen on www.sedak.com 
and will be available on Vimeo soon.
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Picture Captions

[16-02_launch_isofilm]
The world’s largest insulating
glass line can now be seen in
action in a video on
www.sedak.com.
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sedak GmbH & Co. KG

Leading glass

sedak, the glass manufacturer in Gersthofen, Germany, was founded in
2007. With its 150 employees, the world’s leading glass fabricator produces 
insulating and safety glass in dimensions up to 3.2m x 16m: processed, 
tempered, laminated, printed, coated, and cold bent. The core capabilities 
are the lamination of glass, edging, and the company’s know-how of produ-
cing glass components with additional functional, and decorative elements. 
sedak’s production has been optimized for extraordinary glass sizes; the le-
vel of automation for such glass dimensions is unique. All finishing steps are 
handled in-house e.g. with the new, fully automated insulating glass line. As 
a full supplier for large-size glass units, sedak sees itself as a partner for ar-
chitects, designers, and façade constructors. Outstanding references for ex-
ample as the Apple Cube and the Lincoln Center Canopies in New York, the 
Städel Museum in Frankfurt, and the Tottenham Court Road Station in London.

Applications

• glass façades
• glass roofs
• glass stairs
• glass balustrades
• ship building

• safety glazing
• all-glass constructions
• interior design
• custom-made glass units


